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COMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS

Symmetric monodial category Com: (i.e. finite sets)

re
ad

up

modulo

=

Let C be any symmetric monoidal category.

Theorem 1. The category of symmetric lax monoidal functors
N : Com→ C satisfying the nerve condition∗

⇐⇒

The category of commutative Hopf algebras in C.

∗nerve condition:

N(2)⊗n N(2n) N(n+ 1)lax functor

∼=

N( )

and 1C N(0) N(1)
∼= ∼=

Explanation. N is (functions on) the symmetric nerve of a group G, i.e.
H = O(G) = N(2).

HOPF ALGEBRAS WITH INVERTIBLE ANTIPODE

Braided monodial category BrCom:

modulo

=

Let C be any braided monoidal category.

Theorem 2. The category of braided lax monoidal functors
N : BrCom→ C satisfying the nerve condition∗

⇐⇒

The category of braided Hopf algebras with an invertible antipode in C.

m = η =

∆ = ε = S =

THE NERVE FUNCTOR N

Example. Given H , how to calculate N

( )
: H⊗3 → H⊗2 ?

QUANTIZATION

Infinitesimally braided monodial category iCom:
(linear combinations of) Com + horizontal chords

Let C be any infinitesimally braided monoidal category.

Theorem 3. The category of infinites-
imally braided lax monoidal functors
N : iCom → C satisfying the nerve
condition∗ ⇐⇒ The category of Poisson
Hopf algebras in C.

Poisson bracket

Choose Φ a rational Drinfeld associator.

Quantization of N is the composition

BrCom iComΦ
~ CΦ

~ .
Φ N~

It is universal: prop map Hopf → PoissHopf~(Q)

LIE BIALGEBRAS
� (g, [ , ], δ) a Lie bialgebra

� Ug is a commutative Hopf algebra in Vectop

� δ extends to a Poisson bracket on Ug ∈ Vectop

= −1

2
[ , ] ◦ δ

� Quantization: Hopf algebra in Vect~

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
� Any higher group(oid) has a nerve Com → C. What are the semi-

classical and quantum versions?

(works for suitable Hopf algebroids)

� Chord diagrams Pn form a functor BrCom→ Vect by

n 7→ Pn−1.
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